Intern/Working Student (m/f/d) – Talent Management
full-time/part-time | Munich
We support people with disabilities to live independently by using smart technology. We develop the first wheelchair
steering control that uses smart glasses like Google Glass or Vuzix Blade to enable people to drive a wheelchair handsfree. It combines software and hardware and helps with disabilities like paraplegia, MS, Parkinson’s disease, etc. We are
looking for YOU to translate this mission into reality with us.
YOU - A motivated team player searching for a new challenge within the area of talent management who wants to work
with cutting edge technologies. Does all of the above apply to you? And you see yourself as somebody with a tangible &
creative mindset and passion to grow?

Tasks
-

Support, planning and implementation of application, talent and personnel activities
Maintain and create job postings on online and offline platforms
Plan, coordinate and actively participate in job interviews
Maintain and support HR data and files with respective authorities

Skills
-

Enrolled student in the field of business administration, economics or comparable studies
Ability to read, listen and communicate effectively - in both written and spoken, English and German
Basic knowledge of talent management, human resources
Proficient use of all Microsoft Office products
Confident and analytical/proactive workstyle

Why munevo?
-

Helping people and working towards a meaningful goal
First hand access to innovative and new technology from market and industry leaders, e.g. smart glasses
Opportunities for personal & professional development with individual project responsibility
Flexible hours and time management
Learn more about the German start-up community, the healthcare and social business industry
Team activities (cooking, sports, game nights)

munevo is committed to achieving workforce diversity and creating an inclusive working environment. We welcome all
applications irrespective of social and cultural background, age, gender, disability, sexual orientation or religious belief.
By submitting your CV or application you are consenting to munevo using and storing information about you for monitoring
purposes relating to your application or future employment. This information will only be used by munevo.

munevo GmbH
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